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Abstract
In recent years, interest in the use of technology in the immigration sector has increased. The
curiosities of both practitioners and scholars alike have piqued and many individuals operating in
the area of migration management have begun exploring the real and potential use of advanced
technologies. This paper is a review of academic and grey literature on the use of advanced digital
technologies in migration management processes. This paper is divided into four thematic areas,
aimed at providing a summary of major trends in the literature, including research methodologies,
types of technologies, purpose of technologies and the migrants impacted by the technologies
explored. To close, we identify common themes and findings, areas that merit further exploration
and emerging questions, per the literature reviewed.
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Introduction1
Increased migration is driving state and non-state actors to seek new ways to manage migration.
Our research shows that advanced digital technologies are increasingly being leveraged in the
realm of migration to manage migrants and enhance processes (Nalbandian et al., 2022).
Reflected in an interactive map, we have seen a rise in state and non-state actors’ use of
technological tools to tackle complex migration challenges. At the same time, the proliferation of
technological solutions is offering new ways to view migration-related challenges and
opportunities. In recent years, advanced digital technologies (ADTs) have become more
commonplace in migration management processes. Scholars and practitioners alike have taken
a recent interest in the potential and real uses of technologies like artificial intelligence in migration
management processes. We define ADTs as emerging technologies that engage the latest
digitization and digitalization efforts—where digitization refers to the conversion of existing objects
into a digital format that can be processed by a computer, and digitalization refers to the
improvement or enablement of processes through digital technologies and digitized data (see
Table 1 for a full scope of the technologies included in our working definition of ADTs). It is worth
noting that, for the purpose of our paper, we have included artificial intelligence as it is an
emerging technology as artificial capabilities are continuing to evolve. ADTs offer alluring
solutions for state and non-state actors to explore in the context of migration management
because of the ways in which they can increase efficiency, reduce siloes and streamline
processes. The implementation of these technologies presents a variety of concerns for migrant
rights, including the right to privacy.
We conducted a structured review of literature focused on ADTs in the field of migration
for two primary reasons. First, interest in the real and potential uses of advanced technologies in
all aspects of life is continuing to grow, and the migration sector is not immune. As such, it is
important to gain an understanding of the emerging questions, concerns and ideas surrounding
the use of ADTs generally, but also in relation to migration management. The COVID-19
pandemic has further bolstered interest in ADTs, and as such, this literature review is intended to
provide early insights in a timely manner.
Second, implicit in our definition of ADTs is their emerging nature. Therefore, research,
questions and lessons will be picked up as these technologies continue to develop. A review of
the literature on the use of ADTs in migration management better positions scholars and
practitioners alike to take a proactive approach to prepare for and understand the context within
which these technologies can support and/or hinder migrants and other relevant actors in the
migration sector. As such, the aim of this literature review is threefold. First, we identify and
explore what has been written about the use of ADTs in migration management to date. Second,
we determine the contribution of this literature to the dialogue around the use of ADTs in migration
management. Finally, this review identifies further research questions that need to be asked when
exploring the nexus between advanced digital technologies and migration management.
Our literature review is organized into four thematic areas: research methodologies, types
of technologies, the purpose of technologies, and migrants impacted. The research
methodologies section discusses the different approaches to research on ADTs used for
migration management. The types of technologies section reviews major categories for ADTs and
how they are discussed or understudied in the literature. The purpose of technologies section
looks at the uses for different kinds of ADTs as they concern migration management. Finally, the
migrants impacted section discusses the kinds of migrants that are the focus of research into
ADTs in migration management, in particular refugees/asylum seekers and illegalized migrants.
We use the terms illegalized migrant and illegalized migration to focus attention on the political
1
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and institutional processes, including the uses of ADTs, that render people illegal (Bauder 2014).
In some instances, there is overlap in the analysis of these four thematic areas as well as in the
research cited and discussed in each section. For example, research that discusses technologies
used in migration control and border surveillance (purpose of technologies) is also discussed in
the context of illegalized migrants (migrants impacted). We acknowledge this overlap in our
discussion as a necessary consequence of identifying trends and implications from relevant
studies across the four thematic areas. A brief discussion of the purpose of the study and our
scope of research precedes the thematic discussion section. The conclusion highlights some key
themes and suggests areas for future exploration.
Methodology and Scope of Research
This literature review includes literature published between 2010 to 2022. This time frame was
selected to maintain alignment with the definition of emerging ADTs. The literature reviewed
includes grey literature (i.e., government, non-profit organization and think tank reports) and
academic literature (i.e., journal articles and book chapters). Together, we have reviewed over 40
articles identified through snowball sampling. Previous research conducted on these topics
served as the basis for the snowball sampling approach including familiarity with authors and
organizations conducting emerging research at the intersection of migration management and
technology. Through articles reviewed for related projects, we identified additional sources in the
citations and bibliography.
Nedelcu and Soysüren (2022) distinguish between two subfields of study at the
intersection of technology and migration: digital migration studies, which focuses on the agency
of migrants enacted through technologies (information and communication technologies in
particular), and border and surveillance/security studies, which is concerned with the
securitization practices of state and supranational entities. Our literature review extends this latter
category to focus on ADTs in migration management. This scope includes technologies used for
securitization and other uses, including supporting migrants, by state and supranational entities.
While we briefly engage literature on digital migration studies in the Purpose of Technology
section, under ‘Migration Support,’ we leave a more comprehensive review and analysis of this
literature for a future paper.
Literature Review: Thematic Discussions
Research Methodologies
Our collective review of the literature revealed many resources included multiple methods. The
research methods we encountered included (in order of prominence): descriptive (22 sources),
case studies (13), qualitative and ethnographic methodologies (12), an examination of legal or
policy-related decisions or documents (7) and experiments (5).
Descriptive
Much of the literature reviewed to date engages a descriptive research method, wherein the
authors observe and then identify characteristics, trends, and relationships in ADTs in migration
management. Some of the literature that engages a descriptive research method follows a similar
approach in that the author(s) first describes a single or multiple existing ADTs and then frame
the use of that technology. For example, Singler (2021) argues that the International Organization
for Migration’s Migration Information and Data Analysis System or MIDAS—a border
2
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management information system developed to provide a low-cost and user-friendly system to
collect and analyze traveler and migrant information and which has been deployed in at least 20
countries located in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, Southeast Asia and Oceania—positions
migration as a governable problem amenable to techno-solutionist interventions. Similarly,
Csernatoni (2018) uses a descriptive approach to examine the European Union’s strategy for
prioritizing research and implementation of aerial surveillance technologies, including drones, as
a key part of its border management policy. By laying this foundation, the author goes on to frame
research and development approaches as technical solutions that fail to address the root causes
of migration. In another example, Taylor and Meissner (2020) explore Europe’s migration influx
to argue that despite increasing interests from tech and data analytics firms, a migrant-focused
framing is necessary to ensure that firms developing ADTs view and treat migrants as agents that
cannot be stripped of their rights.
Case Studies
Case studies of the ways various jurisdictions engage ADTs to manage migration are another
common research methodology. Some literature draws on individual, in-depth case studies while
others take a comparative approach, examining various jurisdictional uses of ADTs to manage
migration. Of the single, focused case studies, Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte (2020) provides a
technical evaluation of the Federal German Migration Office’s evaluations of asylum seeker
mobile phones through a focus on legislation and policy. Franco (2020) also takes a single,
descriptive, focused case study approach to examine the use of ADTs to track illegalized migrants
by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in the United States. McCaroll (2020) takes a
similar approach to Franco but provides a more holistic image of ICE capabilities to manage
migration and illegalized border crossings. Chambers et al. (2021) analyze the use of a specific
surveillance tool at the border between the United States-Mexico has created a funnel effect—
shifting illegalized migrant movement to more remote and dangerous pathways.
Of the case studies reviewed, many, in some way, examine Europe and the United States’
use of ADTs to manage illegalized migration. The focus on the United States could be the result
of the public availability of information on ADTs deployed at its borders, as well as a reflection of
the privileging of Global North research in migration studies generally (Triandafyllidou 2022).
Madon and Schoemaker (2021) also engage a case study approach to examine the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Population Registration and Identity
Management Ecosystem (PRIMES) and its ability to engage both refugees and the organizations
engaged in service delivery in the Bidi Bidi refugee camp in Uganda. PRIMES amalgamates all
the UNHCR’s digital registration, identity management and case management tools into one
internally connected and interoperable ecosystem. PRIMES includes several different
repositories of personal data, both biographic and biometric, and enables identity management
and documentation, case management and assistance (both cash and in-kind). Donko et al.
(2022) examine the use of the IOM’s MIDAS, to manage migration by studying the Burkina FasoNiger border.
In contrast, Bansak et al. (2018) examine two cases in their article. Bansak et al. (2018)
develop a machine learning algorithm to predict the expected success of new refugees to settle
in a particular jurisdiction—either the United States or Switzerland. While taking a case study
approach, the authors do not provide an in-depth comparison of the factors that contribute to
varying results from the machine learning algorithm in the case of the United States and
Switzerland – a discussion that would have otherwise offered insight into ways in which ADTs can
be applied to varying contexts. Notably, the implementation of ADTs for migration management
in the Global South appears to be largely driven by intergovernmental organizations. Many of
these articles frame ADTs positively, which yields many questions, one of which is namely, how
intergovernmental organizations make decisions about what technology providers and off-the3
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shelf systems are appropriate to deploy in vulnerable contexts that exist beyond their borders. Of
the case studies reviewed, the lack of technical analysis of technologies is noteworthy, save for
Madon and Schoemaker (2021) and GFF (2020), the latter of which examines the Federal
German Migration Office’s extraction of personal information from smartphones and other data
carriers of asylum seekers.
Ziebarth and Bither (2021), Molnar and Gill (2018) and McCarroll (2020) utilize a user
journey methodology in their case studies, where instead of a jurisdictional focus, the article is
structured in a way that centers each step of the migrant journey as a case study. For Ziebarth
and Bither, this approach is paired with examples of the different ADTs deployed in the migrant
journey, including pre-arrival, border crossing and settlement.
Experiments
Experimental studies are a subfield of the literature that is limited to date. We define experimental
studies as literature which explores or tests the use of ADTs in migration management. Bansak
et al. (2018) develop a machine learning algorithm to predict the expected success of new
refugees settling in a particular jurisdiction – either the United States or Switzerland. Azizi and
Yektansani (2020) conduct an experiment, where the ADT developed—an AI for modelling and
forecasting—can predict whether an individual from Mexico will overstay their visa in the United
States based on the application of a variety of predictors. These predictors include labour force
information; U.S. migration experience among the family; union/marital history; family composition
(i.e., number of children); and property, land, and business. Finally, Hoffmann Pham and LuengoOroz (2022) and Molina et al. (2022) also engage machine learning models to forecast migration
decision-making in relationship with other factors, including weather. This forecasting approach
is worthy of further exploration as it can be of great use to migrants and states alike – however,
the authors caution about the risks of using ADTs and big data to determine individual decisionmaking such as the decision to overstay their visa. When it comes to leveraging advanced digital
technologies with prediction capabilities to model and forecast human migration and predict
movement across borders, it is imperative that these experiments be viewed as merely that –
hypothetical instances of prediction. We caution the deployment of ADTs with predictive
capabilities to pre-evaluate the potential of migrants to engage in criminalised behaviour. These
endeavours may generalize across individuals, contexts and situations which can yield harmful
or inaccurate results with implications for migrants.
Qualitative and Ethnographic
There is a notable body of literature using qualitative or ethnographic research methodologies.
Awad and Tossell (2021) conducted in-depth interviews with ten Syrian men living in the
Netherlands to identify empirical faults in the utilitarian narrative surrounding smartphones in the
refugee literature. Bock et al. (2020) conducted interviews with displaced people to better
understand the usefulness of various information communication technologies. Kaurin (2019)
interviews eleven asylum seekers and refugees in Greece, Spain, Germany and Italy to capture
their experiences of the asylum process in the European Union and to record attitudes toward
and beliefs about the collection of personal information and biometric data. Molnar (2022)
conducted interviews with communities in Belgium and Greece exploring how technological
experiments on refugees are often discriminatory, breach privacy, and endanger lives. In the US
context, Goldstein and Alonso-Bejarano (2017) use interviews with researchers, illegalized
workers and their advocates to learn more about how the workplace has been rendered a site for
immigration enforcement. Donko et al. (2022) studied the impacts of MIDAS at one specific
location on the Burkina Faso-Niger border using an ethnographic approach that included
observation, informal conversations and structured interviews with a wide variety of actors
4
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affected by the introduction of the new system. Madon and Schoemaker (2021) interviewed
individuals in the UNHCR, organizational stakeholders and refugees in the world’s largest refugee
camp in Northern Uganda to learn more about the UNHCR’s strategy toward platform openness.
Type of Technologies
The scope of this literature review focuses on six categories of ADTs: Internet of Things (IoT),
artificial intelligence (AI), cloud computing, big data technologies, blockchain, automation and
biometric technologies (see Table 1 for full definitions and examples). IoT describes the network
of physical objects that are embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies to connect
and exchange data with other devices and systems over the Internet. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
refers to “machine-based operations that mimic human intelligence” (Schmidt and Stephens,
2019; p. 133). AI is currently only capable of engaging one component of intelligence – prediction.
Cloud computing is the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the internet to
store, manage and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer. Cloud
computing technology gives users access to storage, files, software and servers through their
Internet-connected devices: computers, smartphones, tablets and wearables. Big data
technologies are software-utility that are designed to analyze, process and extract the information
from extremely complex and large data sets that the traditional data processing software could
never deal with. Blockchain is a digitally distributed, decentralized, public ledger that exists across
a network. Automation refers to the substitution of human labour in tasks both physical and
cognitive. Finally, biometrics refers to the technologies used to identify a person based on some
aspect of their biology.
Our research reveals that most of the literature does not distinguish between particular
ADTs, but instead reviews a network or ecosystem of technologies as a whole – the use of
technology to manage migration. What is noteworthy about this practice is the emphasis on
immigration and the generalized ways in which technologies are discussed – a choice that limits
and at the same time generalizes the perspective from which an argument is viewed. Of the
articles we have reviewed to date, 18 referred to IoTs, 15 to biometric technologies, 12 to AI,
seven to big data technologies, five to cloud computing, three to automation and one to
blockchain. Articles could have included a reference or focused on more than one category of
ADTs. Notably, the lack of emphasis or detail surrounding ADTs in most of the literature raises
questions about the authors’ overall understanding and positioning of ADTs as we have defined
them. For example, some authors may refer to biometric technologies as a broader category of
AI, which is problematic as not all biometric technology engages AI.
Internet of Things (IoT)
Of the literature reviewed, the 18 that included reference to IoTs largely focused on mobile
phones. Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte (2020) focused on how “data carriers”—in most contexts,
smartphones—can be used to control vulnerable migrants, such as refugees or asylum seekers,
who do not have access to their official documentation to prove their identities. The report
documents the German government’s process for collecting personal data including telephone
numbers, contact information, text messages from SMS, WhatsApp and similar messaging
platforms, as well as emails and photos. This report highlights that this practice has been
occurring in Germany since 2015 but is also crossing borders as other European states pick up
similar policies and practices, including the Netherlands, Estonia, Italy, Lithuania, Norway,
Croatia, Austria, Denmark and Belgium. The authors note how there is a severe lack of
transparency into the German practice of using data carriers in place of migrants’ official
documentation and a distinct need for an evaluation of how “the BAMF (the German Federal
5
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Office of Migration and Refugees) deeply violates refugees’ privacy in a moment in which they
are particularly vulnerable” (Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte 2020; p. 49).
While not within the focused scope for this literature review, Awad and Tossell (2021)
challenge the utilitarian perspective of smartphone use. Similarly, Bock et al. (2020) develop a
comprehensive list of technologies that support migrants, offering an analysis of the strengths
and shortcomings of each tool and the services they provide and, importantly, the role of end
users in the design and development of the tools. In doing so, the authors frame successful
Internet of Things technologies as those which are oriented to the needs of refugees and migrants
and their host societies that effectively facilitate the integration process while helping individuals
pursue their respective goals and ambitions. This study is especially helpful for future
programmers and engineers to consider the unique characteristics of IoT technologies used by
migrants (specifically, as a point of reference). Taylor (2016) examines the use of mobile phone
data to track human mobility and raises questions about function creep and whether states would
restrain from using the data acquired for other purposes.
In contrast to the literature on mobile phone use, Csernatoni (2018) examines drones as
part of the IoT category, particularly the European Union’s strategy for prioritizing research and
implementation of aerial surveillance technologies as a key part of its border management policy.
The author argues that while these solutions exist, they are ineffective as they do not address the
root causes of migration. Molnar (2022), Petridi (2021) and Koca (2022) each examine a wide
range of IoT technologies as they address themes of examining how a broad ecosystem of tools
being tested on migrants, the importance of centring the migrant in developing technologies to
manage and support migrants and how IoTs are contributing to the criminalization of migrants.
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Of the literature reviewed, only a handful engage in a deep exploration of the AI tools used (i.e.,
much of the literature makes brief mention, at most a short paragraph, of an AI tool used to
manage migrants) and lack a technical exploration of these technologies. Of the twelve articles
that discuss AI, literature that descriptively refers to AI does not offer a sufficiently compelling
case for inclusion or assessment here (see Molnar 2022; Petridi 2021; and Cholakian 2018—all
of whom discuss AI very generally, making mention of it as one of many tools in an ecosystem of
ADTs that can or are being used to manage migration). What is interesting, however, is the
prevalence of literature that engages an experimental methodology and how it is focused
specifically on AI. For example, Bansak et al. (2018) develop an algorithm that engages
supervised machine learning to model and predict where migrants might best settle and integrate
into their host country. Azizi and Yektansani (2020) use predictive modelling to examine whether
an individual from Mexico will live in the United States with or without papers. Interestingly,
literature that focuses on AI as an ADT and is experimental, though minimal, is produced by
individuals who do not specialize in ADT or technical research on migration, per se. For example,
in the latter example, Bansak is a political scientist and his specialty seems to be in research
methodology, though he has previously examined asylum seekers. In contrast, Azizi and
Yektansani are both economists. This does not alter the contribution of value of the literature and
research, but rather, shows that the intersection of technology and migration management is an
area that merits further exploration and can greatly benefit from contributions from researchers,
academics and practitioners that often work in and are focused on other subject matter areas.
Other authors take a descriptive approach to the use of AI for managing migrants. Cameron
et al. (2022) argue that if international law recognized the obligation to resolve doubt in favour of
refugee claimants (i.e., taking the refugee claimant’s position as true), AI could build confidence
in refugee decision-making by identifying reasons within a claim that suggests to the decisionmaker to reduce confidence in their conclusions. For example, a refugee claimant alleges that if
they return to their home country, they will be persecuted for their religious beliefs. An AI system
6
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could be trained to identify the likelihood that an individual in the described scenario would be
persecuted. In the scenario described by Cameron et al. (2022), there would be sufficient and
clean enough data for the AI system to assess the likelihood of this outcome and inform the
decision-maker of the probability of the refugee claimant’s assessment. While a valuable
hypothetical, Cameron et al. (2022) explain that the use of AI they describe is unlikely as it
requires many competing challenges to be addressed, including issues with black box AI and how
international law resolves doubt. These authors take a foresight-based approach, examining the
potential of AI to manage migrants. Carammia and Dumont (2018) focus on the use of ADTs,
including AI, to predict migration trends, proposing that by analyzing information and data such
as social media posts or the news, it can be possible to determine periods of heightened
emigration: “before people even start to move—or maybe even before they start thinking of
packing their bags” (p. 2). Cameron et al. (2022) focus on how machine learning can be used to
provide a measure of uncertainty to immigration decision-makers – in other words, how much
doubt the decisionmaker should have in the facts of a case and therefore, the decision they are
leaning towards. These two articles offer a compelling and optimistic view of technology’s
potential for the immigration sector, and while Cameron et al. (2022) caution about the negative
impact ADTs can have on migrant populations, Carammia and Dumont (2018) do not specifically
acknowledge that better predicting migrant flows offers states the ability to circumvent migrants
arriving at their borders.
Cloud Computing
Our research to date has not yielded significant literature at the intersection of cloud computing
and migration management.
Big Data Technologies
Of the literature reviewed, big data is generally discussed passively, without regard for the
technical specifics of the technologies developed, engaged or deployed. However, Beduschi
(2018) tangles with questions around privacy, security and freedom, offering a perspective that
big data technologies may pave the road to protect and support those who request assistance.
Beduschi positions international human rights law as a legal framework for states to protect the
rights of vulnerable migrants. Under international human rights law, states have a de jure
responsibility (a “positive obligation”) to protect and use the latest available technologies
(including big data analysis) in this protection effort. Conversely, Franco (2020) outlines the details
of migration management in the United States and examines how Palantir Technologies offers
data mining and data software technologies which have been used by the Department of
Homeland Security to create profiles and track migrants and their families. Franco examines how
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in the United States have weaponized individuals’
personal data—an approach that aligns well with Goldstein and Alonso-Bejarano (2017) who
argue that the Department of Homeland Security, where ICE is positioned, is tasked with both
combating international terrorism and enforcing national immigration law.
Blockchain
Our research did not yield significant literature at the intersection of blockchain and migration
management. An area that merits further exploration is Accenture and Microsoft’s development
of blockchain technologies to support the UNHCR in providing aid to refugees. Much of the
information that currently exists about this is made available through the UNHCR, Accenture and
Microsoft, which offer a positive view of the blockchain technology. Our efforts to uncover
additional information about this particular use case have not yielded a response to date.
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Automation
While automation does appear in the literature reviewed, it remains unclear as to whether many
of the researchers have framed automation as AI. Beduschi (2018) and McCarroll (2020) examine
automation broadly, as a part of an ecosystem of technologies – including AI – that exist and go
beyond the process of making things work more efficiently.
Biometric Technologies
Several authors point to power asymmetries that exist because of the use of biometrics in
migration management. Singler (2021) argues that the use of MIDAS can be performative in that
it allows Global South countries to affirm their membership with biometrically capable states, while
Kaurin (2019) argues that migrants (and refugees in particular) are often forced to give up their
digital agency when they share or relinquish biographical data or biometrics. Madianou (2019)
argues that the biometric assemblage accentuates asymmetries between refugees and
humanitarian agencies and ultimately entrenches inequalities in a global context. Israel (2020)
also identifies concerns with the right to privacy and ethics when biometric technologies are
introduced in border management systems. Jacobsen and Sandvik (2018) offer an interesting
argument from their perspective evaluating the practices of international organizations like the
UNHCR which continue to overlook problems like protecting refugees’ biometric data and instead
focus on biometrics as an accountability mechanism to prevent fraud or aid making its way to
terrorists.
Goldstein and Alonso-Bejarano (2017) argue that the United States—using the biometric
verification tool eVerify—has rendered the workplace a site for immigration enforcement and has
shifted the power dynamic towards employers who leverage this technology to identify and report
illegalized migrants. In earlier research on this subject, Papademetriou and Collett (2011)
showcase how states are increasingly gaining control of their ability to manage migrants using
biometrics, which offers the ability to verify the identities of migrants before their arrival. In
contrast, Farraj’s (2011) framing of biometric technologies is different in that it strikes a balance
between biometrics as a benefit and a risk for migrants.
Purpose of Technology
Our literature review considered the purposes of ADTs used in migration management as
discussed in the literature. The academic and grey literature discussion of ADTs use for migration
management can be sorted into two broad categories: migration control and migration support.
The majority of the literature (34 articles) is concerned with some aspect of controlling the
movement of migrants. This literature can be further segmented into border surveillance
technologies—those primarily concerned with controlling and surveilling illegalized migrants—and
port-of-entry processing, which are focused on processing regular migrants. Research into ADTs
for supporting migrants is a smaller subset of the literature and is primarily concerned with service
provision for refugees and asylum seekers. We also identified a small segment of literature that
covered the use of advanced technologies for other functions related to migration, including
modelling and forecasting, pre-arrival processing of migrants, and technologies that migrants
themselves utilize as a form of agency. As previously noted, while reviewed in brief, the latter
category is outside the scope of our current study on migration management technologies.
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Migration Control
The role of ADTs that is most prominent in recent literature is migration control. Of the over 40
articles that we reviewed in the study, 34 were concerned with ADTs that are utilized to control
the movements of migrants. Migration control as a purpose for ADTs is tied closely with narratives
of “migration as criminality” and “migration as risk.” Csernatoni (2018) examines the European
Union’s strategy for prioritizing research and implementation of aerial surveillance technologies
including drones as a key part of its border management policy. Through this discussion, the
author addresses the transformation of the European Union into a “technological fortress,” linking
themes of border militarization and surveillance with migration as criminality. Migration as risk is
used as a narrative framework in literature in critical data studies (Taylor and Meissner 2020) and
the IOM’s MIDAS biometric border management system (Singler 2021).
The prevalence of “migration as risk” thinking reflects a broader discourse in which risk is a
central operating principle in economic, political and social spheres. Amoore (2013) suggests
contemporary society interprets all forms (bodies, populations, spaces, movements, etc.) as
divided, fractionated, organized and structured according to degrees of risk. In this context,
technologies for migration control exist in a system that interprets all migrants as risk bodies. In
our analysis, migration control is further divided into ADTs for border surveillance and port of entry
processing. The following two subsections discuss these topics in detail.
Border Surveillance
Border surveillance refers to ADTs that monitor and seek to control the movement of illegalized
migrants across borders. This is a prominent theme in the literature with twenty articles covering
topics related to border surveillance. Literature on border surveillance focuses primarily on
illegalized migrants, although a subset of this literature discusses migrants identified as asylum
seekers and refugees – the distinctions between these two populations in the literature will be
discussed in more detail in the section on migrants impacted.
Technologies used for border surveillance in the literature utilize several types of
technology discussed in the previous section: Internet of Things (IoT); biometric technologies; big
data technologies; and artificial intelligence. The ways these technologies are used have
implications for the concept of border surveillance as we define it. Chambers et al. (2021) consider
one example of IoT technology in their experimental study of “prevention through deterrence” on
the United States-Mexico border. The authors use a geospatial modelling method to predict the
effects of the implementation of SBInet integrated fixed towers developed by Boeing to monitor
the border. Their findings suggest this IoT technology produces a “funnel effect,” in which the
implementation of these surveillance tools has been ineffective in preventing migration and
instead has shifted migrant movement to more remote and more dangerous pathways. The
deployment of IoTs as border surveillance technology is also prominent in the literature that
considers aspects of the European Union’s aerial surveillance program as a key part of border
management (Csernatoni 2018; Jumbert 2016; Marin and Krajčíková 2016).
In the studies above, the border is a geographically limited space, the demarcated
boundary between two states. Literature on ADTs as tools of border surveillance also highlights
the role of technology to push borders outward—referred to in this literature as border
externalization—as well as inward. Koca (2022) draws on critical border studies and the
Foucauldian concept of biopolitics to interpret the implementation of advanced surveillance and
IoT technologies along with physical infrastructure along Turkey’s borders with Syria and Greece.
Through an analysis of government, NGO, media and academic sources, the author identifies
how European Union pressure and discourses of illegality that highlight risks of illegal border
crossing, smuggling and terrorism provide key reasons for the implementation of added border
security technologies and contrast a concurrent humanitarian discourse.
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Donko et al. (2022) and Singler (2021) highlight the IOM’s MIDAS program, as another
tool in the European Union’s externalization of borders. Donko et al. (2022) present the results of
ethnographic fieldwork at the site of one MIDAS border post at the Burkina Faso-Niger border in
order to highlight the ways new technologies have changed border relations in the region,
including limiting the freedom of movement across borders, introducing economic hardship
throughout borderlands communities, and contributing to violent conflict including the destruction
of the border facility and accompanying biometric equipment. Singler (2021) examines the
performative elements of MIDAS program implementation, including its deployment and training
sessions, that help to frame the IOM as a neutral, technical expert on migration management.
The author argues that this performative framing of MIDAS obscures how it contributes to new
domains of political intervention, specifically of the IOM and European Union (a funder of MIDAS)
into Global South migration governance.
ADTs have also been adopted for surveillance purposes to identify and track illegalized
migrants living in host countries. As Franco (2020) describes in one case study from the United
States, Palantir Technologies offers data mining technologies which have been used by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security to create profiles and track migrants and their families. The
tool scrapes data from state and federal entities and supplies agents with information including
immigrant history, family relationships, addresses, phone numbers, and biometric data. Through
ethnographic research with illegalized migrants in Belgium, Molnar (2022) provides a European
case of migration management technologies’ role to “track, identify and control those crossing
borders” and its extension geographically and temporarily distant from demarcated borders. The
effect of these surveillance programs is to push the border inward, making the liminal experience
of border crossing a permanent state for illegalized migrants in surveillance states.
Port of Entry Processing
A smaller segment of the literature on migration control focuses on port-of-entry processing. ADTs
for port-of-entry processing refers to technologies used at the entry point to facilitate regular
migrants’ entry into a country. Some literature is concerned with the implementation of biometric
data collection for all migrants through the IOM’s MIDAS (Singler 2021; Donko et al 2021) and
refugees and asylum seekers in Global North countries (Farraj 2011). In the case of Farraj (2011),
the author speculates on the possible future of biometric usage for refugee and asylum seekers
through an analysis of legal precedent in the European Union, the United Kingdom and the United
States.
Majcher (2022) documents the mechanics of the EU Returns Directive, a Schengen-wide
entry ban that prevents anyone expelled from a Schengen country from returning to the region for
a period of 5-year. This ban has been facilitated by the Schengen Information System, the crossEuropean system for tracking irregular and deported migrants. The author finds that data
protection and privacy rules for illegalized migrants in these cases are narrower than the right to
privacy under European Union convention. Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte (2020), a German
human rights NGO, provides a technical evaluation of the Federal German Migration Office’s
evaluations of asylum seekers’ smartphones. Under German law, migration officers can claim
and download personal data from all “data carriers” (in most contexts this refers to smartphones,
but also laptops and other portal electronic devices) for asylum seekers who cannot produce a
valid passport or replacement document. The report’s authors indicate there are significant
technical inefficacies in the technology used by German migration authorities and describe the
evaluation as “deep infringements of privacy right” and “experimental use of surveillance
technology on the most vulnerable group of society” (Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte 2020; pg. 1
and pg. 4).
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Migration Support
Another central purpose of the discussion on technology and migration is a focus on the role of
advanced digital technologies to support the migrant experience. In the literature, this theme is
less developed than conversations around migrant control. Our review identified 10 articles that
discuss ways that ADTs can be used to support migrants.
Taylor and Meissner (2020) highlight the potential of big data analytics technologies to
support migrants but suggest realizing this outcome requires a narrative reframing of migration
as a risk to the migrant rather than the dominant conceptual framing of migration as migrants
posing a risk to the destination state. According to the authors, the shaping of migration narratives
in Europe post-2015 represents a market opportunity for technology and data analytics firms. By
pushing for a narrative reframing that sees migrants as agents and their migration journeys as
risk, these firms, benevolent states and non-profit actors can facilitate the implementation of big
data analytics for migrant support. Beduschi (2018) uses a similar risk to migrants’ framework in
suggesting that big data and other ADTs can act as tools to protect and support vulnerable
migrants. Citing examples of crossing the Mediterranean to Europe and human trafficking, the
author references international human rights law as the basis for a legal argument in which states
have a legal responsibility (a “positive obligation”) to protect vulnerable migrants and to use the
latest available technologies (including big data analysis) in these protection efforts. Similarly,
Beduschi and McAuliffe (2022) explore the various stages of the immigration process and how AI
can potentially be or is already used.
The relationship between technologies used for migrant support and the risk-of-migration
framework discussed above is also evident in the strong correlation between the literature on
migration support and that concerning refugees and asylum seekers. Articles that analyze or
discuss the potential of ADTs to support migrants most often discuss technologies specific to the
refugee experience or case studies of ADTs used for refugee services. Several authors argue
that biometric technologies can support refugees and asylum seekers by speeding up the
identification and registration processes as well as improving service provision by governments
and humanitarian organizations (Farraj 2011; Jacobsen and Sandvik 2018; Madon and
Schoemaker 2021). Other technologies have been highlighted for their ability to facilitate the
settlement and integration of refugees (see Bither and Ziebarth 2020). Bansak et al. (2018)
develop a data-driven approach to refugee resettlement that considers geographical context,
personal characteristics and synergies between geography and personal characteristics to place
refugees in communities where they are most likely to succeed. Ziebarth and Bither (2020)
discuss pilot programs from the United States and Switzerland that have already been
implemented to improve employment outcomes for refugees based on their placement.
As noted earlier in our discussion, the primary focus of this review is literature that
discusses migration management technologies—ADTs used by institutional actors (governments,
NGOs, transnational institutions). The scope of this paper is limited in reviewing the body of
literature that Nedelcu and Soysüren (2022) refer to as ‘digital migration studies.’
From the limited digital migration studies literature we have reviewed, some key themes
emerge: (1) the use of ADTs as tools for migrants to gather information and resources (2) the role
of ADTs in bringing visibility to and amplifying the experiences of migrants, and (3) the use of
ADTs by non-migrant populations to support migrants. When it comes to the use of ADTs as tools
migrants leverage to gather information, Şanlıer Yüksel (2022) examines how asylum seekers,
transit, and temporary protected migrants from Syria, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and Congo use ICTs
in their journey. Ennaji and Bignami (2019) advance this position further, by showcasing how
global positioning apps, digital maps and platforms that act as communication channels are
leveraged by migrants to navigate the changing (and often hostile) social, political and economic
conditions to which they are exposed. Noori (2022) furthers the discussion on the use of ADTs by
migrants to gather information by reflecting on how precarious migrants often rely on smartphones
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to enhance the overall safety and security of their journey. In contrast, much of the literature we
have reviewed on digital migration studies has revolved around how ADTs are used by migrants
to make themselves visible and to communicate their experiences. Syrett and Yilmaz (2019) hone
in on how refugee diasporas have come to rely on ICTs to become informed on relevant matters
and identify and locate resources that effectively position them to mobilize in various forms,
including protest. Kissau and Hunger (2008: 6) discuss how ADTs enable migrants to engage in
the political sphere, where political participation can be scarce, which allows the otherwise
minority migrant group to have a collective voice (Mitra 2005; Nedelcu 2018). Georgiou (2018)
offers an alternative perspective to migrants’ participation in the digital sphere, arguing that these
tools grant access to a digital space that is highly hierarchised. Our also review has revealed that
researchers are examining the ways in which non-migrant populations leverage ADTs to support
migrants, often through online activities, like hackathons (Irani 2015; Madianou 2019).
Many of these studies focus on the ways vulnerable migrants utilize smartphones and other
information and communication technologies (ICTs) to empower themselves. In this space, other
scholars have problematized the conception of migrant technology use as necessarily
empowering or emancipatory. Drawing on in-depth interviews with ten Syrian refugees living in
the Netherlands, Awad and Tossell (2019) suggest that a utilitarian narrative of smartphone use
by refugees leads to the tendency to other or dehumanize migrants. As their interview participants
reveal, refugees negotiate paradoxes of connectivity—connectedness through technology as
enhancing and limiting freedom or as empowering and burdening. In their critique, the authors
suggest that the academic literature assumes the general utility of smartphones for refugees and
their work seeks to challenge this premise. Similarly, in a discussion of migration management
technologies, the focus of this literature review, critical literature tends to focus on the ethics of
these technologies (questions of privacy, etc.); however, a gap exists in research towards the
general utility or efficacy of these ADTs and the data they collect toward solving the problems of
refugees or nation-states.
Modelling and Forecasting
A third subset of the literature looks at technologies whose purpose is modelling or forecasting of
migration projections. These articles focus on artificial intelligence (AI), automation and big data
technologies to process a breadth of data inputs including migration drivers, political variables,
social media, etc. Several articles frame these technologies as part of humanitarian and
mobility/displacement response programs (Beduschi 2018; Ziebarth and Bither 2020; Carammia
and Dumont 2018). Ziebarth and Bither (2020) discuss the Foresight Software developed by the
Danish Refugee Council and IBM Research. This machine learning software analyzes historical
data from 120 sources and a variety of political, economic, crisis and climate-related variables to
predict forced displacement to support humanitarian planning.
Most of the studies concerned with modelling/forecasting migration focus on predicting
macro-level migration trends with concern toward humanitarian response and migration
management. Azizi and Yektansani (2020) develop an experiment that uses artificial intelligence
to consider the decision-making of individual migrants. The authors are interested in predicting
whether an individual from Mexico will live in the United States with or without proper
documentation. They conclude that their model would allow a visa application to be approved if,
alongside other conditions, they predict the visa applicant will not overstay his or her visa. The AI
tested in this paper was claimed to correctly predict 90% of illegalized migration to the United
States based on pre-immigration variables alone. The authors note that this study has implications
in the context of the United States’ implementation of new policies that require additional digital
identifying information of all visa applicants including social media and email addresses. It is worth
noting that it is unclear the measure or methods used to confirm that the AI correctly predicted
with 90% accuracy illegalized migration. Finally, Hoffmann Pham and Luengo-Oroz (2022)
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examine how machine learning can be used to help predict refugee flows while Molina et al.
(2022) show how machine learning can be used to study how weather conditions drive migration
decisions. Specifically, using supervised machine-learning, the authors discover that weather is
related to individual choices about migration.
The focus of research on this theme is primarily speculative and concerned with potential
future uses for ADTs. Studies bring up questions of governance, oversight of AI processes, and
privacy concerning the data collected (see Ziebarth and Bither 2020).
Other
Research into technologies that engage with regular migrants before they arrive in the destination
country is less prominent in the literature. These technologies include pre-arrival documentation
processing and pre-arrival migration support. Technologies for pre-arrival documentation are
designed to support the work of immigration authorities to process immigrant documentation and
support decision-making. Nalbandian (2022) evaluates one example of these technologies
through an analysis of automated decision-making tools used by Canada’s Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) to aid in processing applications through the Temporary Resident
Visa stream. Similar automated decision-making technologies have been adopted in the United
Kingdom and the European Union, as discussed by Ziebarth and Bither (2021). While these
citations are emergent, Papademetriou and Collett (2011) provide an earlier discussion of these
kinds of pre-arrival technologies in the context of practices of border externalization.
Technologies for pre-arrival support of migrants often refer to those tools used by various
non-profit and government actors to facilitate the arrival and settlement of new migrants.
Examples of these technologies include Annie MOORE (Matching and Outcome Optimization for
Refugee Empowerment) system that has been piloted in 2018 in the United States, and
GeoMatch Algorithm, which was piloted in 2020 in both the United States and Switzerland. These
ADTs are developed specifically to facilitate the placement of refugees in communities where they
are most likely to find employment (Ziebarth and Bither 2021). Chatbots are another AI-based
technology that is being implemented on immigration websites and visa application portals widely
in Europe (European Migration Network 2022). Despite the growing usage of various forms of
ADT for both pre-arrival support and pre-arrival documentation of migrants, these technologies
have largely gone undiscussed in the migration studies literature.
Migrants Impacted
Our literature review also considered the kinds of migrants discussed in the literature. We found
that academic and grey literature has a strong focus on refugees/asylum seekers and illegalized
migrants. Twenty articles focused on refugees and asylum seekers as a central category of
migrants, and fifteen articles focused on illegalized migrants. In contrast, only thirteen articles
considered migrants as a broad category and other categories of migrants (e.g., economic
migrant, family sponsorship, student) were not specifically discussed in a significant number of
articles.
Refugees/Asylum Seekers
Literature concerning refugees and asylum seekers is the largest segment of literature focused
on specific migrant populations with twenty articles concerned specifically with these populations.
This literature reflects the geographic scope of the literature, which is primarily focused on Europe
and technologies that relate to the refugees and asylum seekers making their way to this region.
This focus can also be seen as part of the reframing from migration as risk to the home society to
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migration as risk to migrants. Conversely, this focus may facilitate the differentiation and privilege
of some migrants over others. The literature focused on refugees and asylum seekers is diverse
in its focus on various types of ADTs, consideration of various technology purposes, and its use
of different methodologies.
The use of biometric technologies to collect data on refugees and asylum seekers is
discussed from different perspectives in the literature. Farraj (2011) and Jacobsen and Sandvik
(2018) suggest that these technologies can be beneficial in facilitating access to resources and
services. Kaurin (2019) and Molnar (2022) highlight how the requirement of supplying biometric
data to receive services is an invasion of privacy and strips these migrants of their agency. Other
scholars examine integrated systems that utilize artificial intelligence, big data analysis, cloud
computing, and internet of things technologies to coordinate the distribution of services to
refugees and asylum seekers (Bansak et al. 2018; Bircan and Korkmaz 2021; Beduschi 2018;
Bock et al. 2020). These integrated systems address the experiences of refugees in camps, as in
the case of the evaluation of the platformization of UNHCR’s PRIMES in the Bidi Bidi refugee
camp in northern Uganda (see Madon and Schomaker 2021), and the optimization of settlement
placement of refugees in countries including the United States and Switzerland (see Bansak et al
2018; Ziebarth and Bither 2020).
Discussions of the use of ADTs as they relate to refugees and asylum seekers frame
conversations around both the support and control of these migrants, as well as the other
purposes highlighted in the previous section. The conflicting framings of these technologies in
relation to refugees and asylum seekers reflect the larger discourse around these migrant
populations, particularly in Europe. As suggested in the previous section, literature that highlights
the support of migrants largely focuses on the facilitation of service provision for these
populations, while the migrant control discussion focuses on the asymmetries in power that limit
migrant agency. Some of these concerns are elaborated by Madianou (2019), who articulates the
concept of technocolonialism to describe how digital innovation and data practices reproduce
power asymmetries of humanitarianism through the extraction of value from the data of refugees
and other vulnerable people to the benefits of stakeholders. Elsewhere, technologies that focus
on modelling or forecasting migration trends are being utilized by humanitarian actors who
respond to the needs of these migrants (Ziebarth and Bither, 2020). The subfield of digital
migration studies, while outside the scope of our research, also focuses on how refugees and
asylum seekers use ADTs for their own agency (Nedelcu and Soysüren, 2022).
Illegalized Migrants
Illegalized migrants are another often discussed population in the context of the ADT literature.
Unlike refugees and asylum seekers, these migrants are discussed only in the context of
migration control and the subtheme of border surveillance, suggesting that while refugees and
asylum seekers are migrants deemed worthy of support through the use of ADTs, illegalized
migrants are not. However, it should be noted that several articles do not make clear distinctions
between these categories of migrants (see Molnar, 2022; Soysüren and Nedelcu, 2022), a
reference to the complex overlapping nature of these categories, especially in Europe.
Advanced digital technologies that target illegalized migrants cover a range of types of
technologies, but there is a strong association between internet of things (IoT) technologies and
the border surveillance of illegalized migrants. Literature at this intersection focuses on drone
technology (Csernatoni 2018) and other surveillance technologies (Chambers et al 2021).
Biometric technologies and integrated systems are also discussed in the literature on illegalized
migrants, relationships that bring up similar concerns of agency and privacy to those expressed
in the previous section on refugees and asylum seekers.
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All migrant groups
Thirteen of the articles we reviewed discuss ADTs as they relate to migrants broadly. Much of this
subset of the literature is descriptive in methodology. These articles describe the nature of ADTs
in migration policy rather than reviewing specific empirical research. Authors are framing
normative arguments about the use of ADTs in migration management (Beduschi, 2021; Molnar,
2022) or speculative in considering future directions for these technologies and scholarship
(Carammia and Dumont, 2018).
Conclusion
This working paper has provided a summary of recent academic and grey literature on advanced
digital technologies (ADTs) used in migration management. We have reviewed literature
published between 2010 to 2022 in order to maintain alignment with the emerging nature of ADTs.
The scope of the literature review focuses on Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI),
cloud computing, big data technologies, blockchain, automation and biometric technologies.
Much of the literature we reviewed use a descriptive research method, wherein the authors
observe and then identify characteristics, trends and relationships in ADTs in migration
management. Case studies are also a frequently employed research methodology. Most case
studies examined a single case, and the majority of literature reviewed, in some way, examine
the United States and Europe—likely a result of the relatively large amount of publicly available
data on ADT use to manage migration in these regions, and a reflection of the privileging of Global
North research in migration studies generally (Triandafyllidou 2022). Articles focused on migration
management in the Global South suggest the use there is largely driven by intergovernmental
organizations – many of which frame ADTs positively – raising questions about how
intergovernmental organizations make decisions about what technology providers and off-theshelf systems are appropriate to deploy in vulnerable contexts. Of the literature reviewed, the lack
of deep technical analysis of ADTs is noteworthy. A commonly encountered approach to
structuring literature or research is that of exploring ADTs in migration management by engaging
a user journey approach mapping the migrant’s journey and interactions with relevant
organizations across pre-arrival, border crossing and settlement and integration stages.
While the literature engaging experimental methodologies was minimal, it raises questions
about whether this will become a bourgeoning area of research as many AI technologies—
machine learning, deep learning, predictive technologies and neural networks—engage big data,
and the migration sector is a data-rich space to test and develop experimental technologies. We
suggest that further research be conducted to understand the extent and breadth of research on
experimental technologies as well as to cloud computing and blockchain—two ADTs for which
our research has not yielded significant results. Much of the literature that focuses on biometric
technologies does so by examining the ways in which they cause imbalances in power
asymmetries between migrants, states and intergovernmental or non-governmental
organizations.
Of the literature reviewed, the majority focused on the use of ADTs to control migrants,
often framing migration as criminality or risk. A particularly noteworthy category of migration
control is that border surveillance—an area at the intersection of migration management and
national security. In contrast, the theme of migrant support is generally less developed in the
literature, though, as literature identified and published by states, intergovernmental organizations
or private sector organizations on the use of ADTs for the purpose of migration management is
often framed in a positive perspective.
Most of the literature focuses on two populations of migrants: illegalized migrants and
refugees/asylum seekers. Some literature discusses migration as a general concept. In
considering the categories of migrants impacted by ADTs, little has been written about specific
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classes of regular migrants, including economic migrants, family sponsorship migrants, and
student migrants. Empirical research, including experimental and ethnographic research, on
specific categories of regular migrants is understudied in the literature. Nalbandian (2022)
provides one example of research into an ADT specifically targeting economic migrants. A
descriptive case study, this paper looks at the role of AI and machine learning in Canada’s
Temporary Resident Visa Application process.
In addition to those mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, we identify several gaps in
the literature. The involvement of actors and their relationship to ADTs and migration
management could be further explored. As an example, micro-level analysis of the use of ADTs
by policymakers and street-level bureaucrats is absent from the literature. Additional empirical
qualitative and ethnographic research should be conducted to see how these technologies are
engaged with and understood by these actors. More research should also focus on specific
categories of regular migrants impacted by ADTs. Following Taylor and Meissner’s (2019)
suggestion that the use of ADTs for migration management represents a market opportunity, more
research should empirically explore the introduction of new corporate actors (i.e., technology
companies) in migration governance.
There is a lack of technical depth to the research on ADTs. More interdisciplinary work
including collaboration between information scientists and engineers with social scientists and
policy experts should be prioritized to gain a deeper understanding of the technical specifications
and impacts of these technologies on varied fronts.
The critical literature generally has a negative perception of the uses of ADTs for migration
management. Critical work should also engage in speculative uses of ADTs for migration
management that are positive, support migrants through their journey while striking the
appropriate balance for privacy and security and explore the preconditions of these uses. Our
literature review did not incorporate literature on the agency of migrants enacted through
information and communication technologies, literature that Nedelcu and Soysüren (2022) refer
to as digital migration studies. We leave review and analysis of this literature for a future paper.
In addition, we suggest a deeper theoretical exploration of the literature with a focus on
asymmetries of power in the implementation of these technologies and the use of Foucauldian
concepts of biopower and biopolitics, both of which are recurring themes in the literature we
reviewed. Awad and Tossell (2021) suggest that academic literature assumes the general utility
of smartphones for refugees and their work seeks to challenge this premise. Similarly, in a
discussion of migration management technologies, the focus of this literature review, critical
literature tends to focus on the ethics of these technologies (questions of privacy, etc.); however,
a gap exists in research on the general utility or efficacy of these ADTs and the data they collect
toward solving the problems of migrants or nation-states.
The use of ADTs for migration management is a rapidly growing and evolving space, and
research into this field is emergent. Researchers from various disciplines can engage in this space
and there is significant potential and need for interdisciplinary collaboration. Additionally, there is
a need for informed policymaking to understand the implications and potential of the use of ADTs
on the efficacy of migration management as well as the human rights and privacy of migrants.
This working paper has presented the current state of the field as well as gaps toward which
researchers and policymakers should focus their attention.
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Appendix
Table 1 – Technologies Explored
Technology
Definition
Internet
of IoT describes the network of physical objects that are embedded with
Things (IoT)
sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of connecting and
exchanging data with other devices and systems over the Internet.
Artificial
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to "machine-based operations that mimic human
Intelligence (AI) intelligence” Schmidt and Stephens, 2019; p. 133). AI is currently only
capable of engaging one component of intelligence – prediction.
Cloud
The practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the internet to
Computing
store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal
computer. Cloud computing technology gives users access to storage, files,
software, and servers through their Internet-connected devices: computers,
smartphones, tablets, and wearables.
Big
Data A Software-Utility that is designed to Analyse, Process and Extract the
Technologies
information from an extremely complex and large data sets which
the Traditional Data Processing Software could never deal with.
Blockchain
Automation
Biometric
Technologies

A digitally distributed, decentralized, public ledger that exists across a
network.
Automation substitutes human labor in tasks both physical and cognitive.
The use of technology to identify a person based on some aspect of their
biology.
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